Abstract: This research is aimed to examine the quality of students’ life during the COVID-19 pandemic. In other words, we want to explore how much spiritual wisdom the students possess which enables them to successfully face the catastrophe. To measure the quality of student life, WHOQoL-BREF questionnaire which is short questionnaire consists of 26 items version of World Health Organization Quality of Life assessment (WHOQoL-100), with some amendments, will be employed. The scope of this cross-sectional study is confined to students who are taking university courses in semester 2, 2019/2020, with the total of 160 samples. This research is considered important because spirituality not only allows humans to respond appropriately in a specific circumstance or scenario, but also to analyze why they are in that state, and how they can adapt, accept and adjust to the situation. Spirituality is the intelligence of the soul, the wisdom with which we can heal ourselves and make ourselves whole, full of sense, intent and value, particularly in times of pandemic, adversity and uncertainty like COVID-19 in relation to the link between superpower, oneself, others and nature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic tragedy has changed almost all boundaries of life. From East Asia to Europe and around the world, the Corona virus has successfully shown the world its power without discrimination on skin color, life status, wealth, age or nationality. In an effort to break the COVID-19 chain, the government has introduced the Movement Control Order (MCO). With this MCO enforced and extended, students were stripped off their normal routines and forced to avoid social contact. The government’s decisions to keep students in their respective locations until the latest directives are issued. Even though students are encouraged to take advantage of the CPP’s free time with useful activities such as online learning, exploring the use of the latest technology in learning and so on, this could be considered as easier said than done.

Indeed, this unprecedented situation is in dire need for a student to adopt, adapt and adjust to a new situation because it has a great impact on the quality of life as a student. Spirituality of student life is an important issue to tackle during the COVID-19 pandemic because it affects the physical, social and more importantly mental health problem. For this research, the concept quality of life as defined by Bowling (1995) is associated with a positive value as happiness, success, wealth, health and satisfactions. It encompasses major aspects such as health, including mental, physical, emotional and spiritual, as well as material aspect. The WHO also emphasizes the positive side of the concept of health, a positive attitude of society towards the maintenance and Improvement of health as the main condition for a good quality of life. In health-related science, quality of life is used to analyze life satisfaction and to what degree a person measures his or her holistic life experience from a subjective perspective. (Y.H. Yun, 2013) Quality of life has a great deal to do with individual satisfaction with key areas of life which enhances a general sense of physical and emotional well-being. Analysis indicates that this ‘Quality of life’ term also refers amongst other things to youth, mothers and so on. (Efficace F., 2002) Studies have also found that the significance of quality of living for health care and personal satisfaction is far wider. (Roberts, 1992) Spirituality has been analyzed by a rising array of studies as well as the effect on the quality of life of people. (Mirghafour M, 2016) Quality of life is this context of discussion is a state of wellbeing, in diverse communities, particularly, university students.

Youngster group is considered to be one of the most critical stages of population development and low fitness levels can impact wellbeing during maturity in this process. (Mathew, 2018) Some students resort to spirituality as a coping strategy as a response to the various challenges they face (Castellanos & Gloria 2008). In surveys carried out by the UCLA Higher Education Research Institute in its National Review of the Quest for Significance and Intent of Students in Class. 80 % of respondents said they were interested in spirituality and believed in the sacredness of life; about 66% acknowledged that their faith was a source of joy; more than 75% said they trusted in God; more than 66% accepted that their religious / spiritual convictions provided them with energy, encouragement and guidance; and 75% said they were satisfied.(Astin, 1999) Such statistics show that spirituality is important for the lives of university students, and stress the critical role of spirituality in higher education. Spirituality can be characterized as the inner, intimate, and emotional manifestation of the divine, which is measured by comfort and peace derived from religion, spiritual nature, and spiritual connection.
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Spirituality is something that everyone can experience, and it helps us find meaning and purpose in the things we value. It also encourages us to seek the best relationship with ourselves, with others, and with what lies beyond.

The spiritual wellbeing can be defined as a feeling of communicating with others, having meaning and goal in life and having belief and relation with an exalted power. (Hawks, et al, 1995)

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study employed WHOQoL-BREF questionnaire which is short questionnaire consists of originally 26 items version of World Health Organization Quality of Life assessment (WHOQoL-100). For this article, only the items that are specifically relevant to the issue have been discussed. The scope of the cross-sectional study is confined to students from various faculties, who are taking compulsory university courses in this second semester for the academic year of 2019/2020, with the total of 160 samples.

III. FINDINGS & DISCUSSIONS

This research used the descriptive approach to sum up the percentage of the data represented. Scoring was done according to the percentage of the certain items that are closely related to the spirituality aspects. Spirituality is regarded as having a clear meaning, purpose and value of life through a sense of connection with a transcendence of self, others and superpower, which results in a feeling of inner peace, harmony and satisfaction. In the course of data processing the following three types of relationship emerged, relationship with higher beings, own self and other people. Spirituality go beyond the self: it nurtures sense of purpose, wholeness, peace, and interaction with all others including nature and the cosmos.

According to Danah (2000), spiritual intelligence is a collection of spiritual abilities and resources that arise from the highest degree of human intellectual development, that is to say, transcendental achievement.

A. Spirituality and Relationship

COVID-19 was moving all of us in ways that we have never been moved, and making us do something that we never did. It stresses us in very odd ways, too. Maybe one of the most tiring things is the lack of clarity all over. It is in this time of pandemic that we will know our inner power, called spirituality. To externalize the sense of spirituality, it is important to express the relationship and interactions between individuals, individuals and social institutions, such as schools and other organizations. Relationships may contribute to an improved sense of identity, a strong social network, active community engagement, enhanced perception of closeness and motivation, access to relevant resources and knowledge of health, exposure to positive modelling, mentoring and participation in pro-social activities. (Cohen & Wills).

B. Relationship with higher being of Superpower (God)

From the above chart we might understand that during the catastrophe 60.7% of students discovered something relevant to the superpower. Even though the number should be higher, it is sufficient to indicate that certain number of students have learned that there is the kind of relationship.

Spirituality involving a personal connection with a higher being. It follows that when something happens beyond the control, we should accept that there is one force beyond the reach of human beings. A relationship with the superpower (God), a force higher is supposedly a source of energy to humans. It creates a confidence in people that they should cope for all human hardship. Through this relationship, one will have a spiritual perspective that helps him to make sense of life and frame life events properly. (Danah, 2000)

Over the past three decades, many researchers and clinicians see religion as an important way to cope with trauma and distress. (Pargament, 2004) Therefore, nowadays, there is no question that faith, one of the roots of spirituality, is far more important. This period is the best time for each of us to reframe the circumstances through a prism of hope. Positive faith reframing can enable people to overcome difficult times by helping them to perceive a disaster as a chance to grow closer to the superpower or God.

By having a sense of connectedness with the superpower, it will promote a feeling of bonding. In this case many people believe that faith makes them part of something greater than themselves. It can happen by prayer or meditation, or by engaging in religious activities or simply doing things like listening and brisk walking. (Park C.L, 2017).

Spirituality can lessen the impact of the catastrophe on people’s wellbeing. Research indicates that confidence serves as a shield for the deleterious effects of a disaster and/or leads to psychological distress in the disaster. Aiet el. (2005), based on their research on 9/11 incident, stronger faith, hope, and spirituality to be inversely correlated with depression and anxiety related to the exposure of direct and indirect 9/11 trauma. Therefore, a great deal of effort should be made to ensure that students return to the superpower for whatever condition beyond their control. All they need to do is embrace it in peace and with an open heart.

C. Relationship with Own self

From the above chart we might understand that during the catastrophe 60.7% of students discovered something relevant to the superpower. Even though the number should be higher, it is sufficient to indicate that certain number of students have learned that there is the kind of relationship.

Spirituality involving a personal connection with a higher being. It follows that when something happens beyond the control, we should accept that there is one force beyond the reach of human beings. A relationship with the superpower (God), a force higher is supposedly a source of energy to humans. It creates a confidence in people that they should cope for all human hardship. Through this relationship, one will have a spiritual perspective that helps him to make sense of life and frame life events properly. (Danah, 2000)

Over the past three decades, many researchers and clinicians see religion as an important way to cope with trauma and distress. (Pargament, 2004) Therefore, nowadays, there is no question that faith, one of the roots of spirituality, is far more important. This period is the best time for each of us to reframe the circumstances through a prism of hope. Positive faith reframing can enable people to overcome difficult times by helping them to perceive a disaster as a chance to grow closer to the superpower or God.

By having a sense of connectedness with the superpower, it will promote a feeling of bonding. In this case many people believe that faith makes them part of something greater than themselves. It can happen by prayer or meditation, or by engaging in religious activities or simply doing things like listening and brisk walking. (Park C.L, 2017).

Spirituality can lessen the impact of the catastrophe on people’s wellbeing. Research indicates that confidence serves as a shield for the deleterious effects of a disaster and/or leads to psychological distress in the disaster. Aiet el. (2005), based on their research on 9/11 incident, stronger faith, hope, and spirituality to be inversely correlated with depression and anxiety related to the exposure of direct and indirect 9/11 trauma. Therefore, a great deal of effort should be made to ensure that students return to the superpower for whatever condition beyond their control. All they need to do is embrace it in peace and with an open heart.

C. Relationship with Own self

From the above chart we might understand that during the catastrophe 60.7% of students discovered something relevant to the superpower. Even though the number should be higher, it is sufficient to indicate that certain number of students have learned that there is the kind of relationship.

Spirituality involving a personal connection with a higher being. It follows that when something happens beyond the control, we should accept that there is one force beyond the reach of human beings. A relationship with the superpower (God), a force higher is supposedly a source of energy to humans. It creates a confidence in people that they should cope for all human hardship. Through this relationship, one will have a spiritual perspective that helps him to make sense of life and frame life events properly. (Danah, 2000)

Over the past three decades, many researchers and clinicians see religion as an important way to cope with trauma and distress. (Pargament, 2004) Therefore, nowadays, there is no question that faith, one of the roots of spirituality, is far more important. This period is the best time for each of us to reframe the circumstances through a prism of hope. Positive faith reframing can enable people to overcome difficult times by helping them to perceive a disaster as a chance to grow closer to the superpower or God.

By having a sense of connectedness with the superpower, it will promote a feeling of bonding. In this case many people believe that faith makes them part of something greater than themselves. It can happen by prayer or meditation, or by engaging in religious activities or simply doing things like listening and brisk walking. (Park C.L, 2017).

Spirituality can lessen the impact of the catastrophe on people’s wellbeing. Research indicates that confidence serves as a shield for the deleterious effects of a disaster and/or leads to psychological distress in the disaster. Aiet el. (2005), based on their research on 9/11 incident, stronger faith, hope, and spirituality to be inversely correlated with depression and anxiety related to the exposure of direct and indirect 9/11 trauma. Therefore, a great deal of effort should be made to ensure that students return to the superpower for whatever condition beyond their control. All they need to do is embrace it in peace and with an open heart.
Nearly half of the students, 53.1% during the lockdown considered their quality of life in ‘good and very good’ and the other half felt the other way round. Even though some of them were at home and some of them were at the university or private accommodations, they all were lockdown. From this result, we may infer that some students are not going to be able to manage the obstacles very well but some will.

It would be normal for the students that involved in the incident like this pandemic to feel some anxiety, panic, depression or disconnect. It’s the uncertainty which scares them. They can’t get together, and just keep on learning. Their lives have also changed due to loss of earnings or loss of parental income, deterioration of psychological state due to bad news and events such as fear of becoming sick or spreading the disease to one’s family.

During this time, students need to speak and interact with others and not get in isolation but speak to someone about their sorrow, anger, and the like, although it can be difficult to get started. These are the kind of treatment they need and they have to take excise. Identify a friend who knows your feelings and supports them, or a trusted teacher, counsellor. (Coles, 1990) In this case, university should play an important role in supplying them with knowledge and skills on how to navigate life during the uncertainties.

This finding further shows the same phenomenon in which, during to the Movement Control Order, 56.9% of students felt the emotional pressure that prevented them from doing what they were meant to do. This result shows us that the situation has influenced nearly half the emotions of the students. This uncertainty contributes to a stifling feeling. With constant and endless frustration, whirling and wondering how to get through another day of dealing with all the stuff of daily life, this pandemic has made everybody to go through all kinds of frightening and unpredictable stuff all the time. In reality, this is the best time for them to check and concentrate on themselves, and get in touch with their feelings, focus on both what is tough and what is still sweet to carry on, like journaling or doing meditation or just a friendly conversation. (Goleman, 1996) In dealing with uncertainty the first step students should do is to accept that in life, not everything we can control. With this belief in mind, one become more open-minded and realistic and can easily accept the fact that uncertainty is something that is acceptable and bearable. The students need to be reminded that they can do so much thing right now — and that make them strong and not weak. Things are going to unfold soon enough. In the meantime, they are in charge of the way they handle themselves. (Hardy, 1979)

During this uncertain period, only 47.5% of the students considered their lives to be very meaningful. In general, half of students will embrace the condition and give it significance, but half does not. Spiritual insight helps to someone to understand why one has these interactions and what lesson has he or she learned for his or her spiritual development or growth.

Tension is not particularly dangerous in the short term, according to Pressman (2020), because our bodies are built to cope with short-term flight or battle situations. However, our bodies begin or dysregulate because the stress lasts for a long period of time, around two to three months. If they are unable to move through homeostasis – a stable equilibrium of hormonal systems, then we begin to see social, mental, and hormonal damage. This may be the reason why just 47.5 percent of the students viewed their lives as meaningful. Thus, each and every one would continue to undergo those types of events experiences in life before the necessary learning have accomplished.

D. Relationship with Others

An important part of spirituality is our relationship with other people. 59.4 % felt obligated to aid those affected by the outbreak. A positive indication that students have a spiritual potential is the feeling of helping others.
This is because students want to contribute something like good deeds, no matter what form of support, tangible or intangible. This is because the act of kindness will penetrate straight into the hearts and make people bounce in happiness. This is important to view helping others as an equally vital spiritual activity, alongside common items such as prayer, meditation, scripture study, or fasting.

Decades of research have found that mood, anxiety and relationships can affect our stress levels, our immune and digestive systems and whether or not we recover from disease. We understand that calming factors such as social experiences and positive emotions can reverse these processes of stress and help us so we don't get ill. Thus, those processes need to be carefully worked out. (Pressman, 2020)

80% of students find satisfaction in supporting others. It is a good indicator to show that students possess the dimension of spirituality because they have a clear understanding that it will cultivate the seed of happiness which will grow and become happier people by helping others.

According to Attachment Theory and Neuroscience, human beings are programmed with a desire for communication. (Anna, 2017) That is why we can see the number is really high, and this is an incentive for students if they have a sharing gift that could really support someone in need. In reality, this is a time to participate by sharing whatever skills they possess.

Many of the major religions of the world also urge their members to take care of others' needs. Buddhism for example, stresses compassion. Islam, as said by the Prophet Muhammad, "The best among you are those who bring greatest benefits to many others." In Judeo-Christian practices, they also promote the needs of children, widows and strangers.

74.6% students were happy with their families. Spirituality is an essential part of human nature and family life. Cultural principles and practices have driven and nourished cultures over the centuries and through generations Lang (2013) found a strong link between family interaction and spirituality as mechanisms for coping. The ability to regulate emotional experiences in spirituality settings may be the very key to unfolding a positive coping mechanism when drawn to the supernatural in order to achieve quality of life according to the internal normal activity of the attachment system. Parmar and Jogsan (2017) stated that mental health and spiritual intelligence are affected by the family relationship.

Strong or indirect correlations with quality of life shows the activation of a paradigm of spiritual resilience which helps in social processes and in dealing with difficult circumstances in life, based on the transcendental relationship.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results from this study provide a broad view of the spirituality and quality of life during the Covid-19 pandemic among university students. Spirituality is best understood by incorporating spiritual perspective that includes defining aspects of faith and individual life. COVID-19 is only one example of turbulence. What is important is that we learned the lesson from it and how we handle it. In this case we managed to understand how much the spiritual wisdom that students possess. This wisdom is a grace or noble attribute by which, no matter what their life may be, students may adapt or blend with others. The adaptable student, whatever his personality, could accommodate himself with others and with all the natural surroundings. This adaptability is a very important quality for effectively leading a life. The COVID-19 pandemic. It taught us, for university-level educators, how to teach students during a catastrophe in order to ensure that their life is carried out harmoniously. University as an organization should have a positive impact on student life, on the life of its workers, and on the community in which it operates. University's primary function is to ensure the creation of healthy graduates in terms of three key components, that is, intellectual (academic), physical, and spiritual. For the moral part, the outcome of the spiritual component can be seen through their behavior and appearance especially during the turmoil like the COVID-19 pandemic. In this case, with the high spirit of inspiration, clarity and health, they could develop resilience and adapt to the new standard. Universities should encourage and cultivate confidence which will contribute to the success of students as a whole. University should ensure that students are produced holistically, taking into account the three major human dimensions, i.e. intellectual, physical, and spiritual. It should be understood the spiritual domain which cuts deeper than the intellectual domain. Today, more emphasis is placed on knowledge-based and information-oriented education that focuses more on students’ academic growth and takes some of their actions and personality away from the other spiritual element. As a result, they are not suitably built to alter life's purpose, meaning, and values. With this pandemic, it is hoped that more spiritual-oriented curriculum will be added. With spirituality, students will be able to look inward (relationship with one's own self to reflect values, wishes, dreams and aspirations), outward (relationship with others as well as with nature and surroundings to represent natural world and climate, human achievement).
In spirituality we want to develop students with the spirit of always learning something and committed to the quest for meaning, purpose and significance from events in life that life offers and whichever events in life can be interpreted. Greater understanding of the value of spirituality among students will enhance academic capacity to address the spirituality of students, and improve collaborative partnerships between educators and higher learning institutions. Further studies on the relationship between spirituality and quality of life should be carried out in various contexts for the population and health.
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